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Animation can help make a PowerPoint presentation more dynamic, and help make information 

more memorable. The most common types of animation effects include entrances and exits. You 

can also add sound to increase the intensity of your animation effects. 

 

Presentation experts recommend using animations and sound effects sparingly. Animation can 

be useful in making a presentation more dynamic, and help to emphasize points, but too much 

animation can be distracting. Do not let animation and sound take the focus away from what 

you are saying. 

 

 

 

Apply entrance and exit animation effects 
 

1. Select the text or object that you want to animate. 
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2. On the Animations tab, in the Animation group, click an animation effect from the gallery. 

Click the More arrow to see more options. 

 

Note:  In the gallery, entrance effects icons are colored green, emphasis effects icons are colored 

yellow, and exit effects icons are colored red. 

3. To alter how your selected text animates, click Effect Options, and then click what you want 

the animation to do. 

 

Note:  Not all animation effects offer the same Effect Options choices. 

4. To specify the timing of the effects, on the Animations tab, use the commands in 

the Timing group. 

Set the start time  

1. On the slide, click the text or object that contains the animation effect that you want to 
set the start timing for. 

2. On the Animations tab, click the Start down arrow, and pick one of the following: 

 



• To start the animation when you click the slide, select On Click. 

• To start the animation at the same time as the previous effect in the list (where 
one click executes multiple animation effects), select With Previous. 

• To start the animation effect immediately after the previous effect in the list 
finishes, select After Previous. 
 

Set the speed 

To run your animation effect at a faster or slower pace, change the Duration setting. 

 

1. On the slide, click the text or object that contains the animation effect that you want to 

set the speed for. 

2. On the Animations tab, in the Duration box, enter the number of seconds that you want 

the effect to run. 

 

 

Note: Smaller numbers mean the effect will run faster and will finish sooner, and larger 

numbers means the effect will run slower and take longer to finish. 
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